
Wild Learning Project 

Bear Necessities Lesson Plan 

OBJECTIVES:   
 
Students will learn about black bears; their physical features, lifecycle, diet, and habitat through 
literature, discussion, movement, and games. Students will also discuss what makes a habitat and 
how to safely share it with black bears. 
 

PROGRAM LENGTH: 
45 minutes to 1 hour 

 

VOCABULARY: 
Diet Nut Insect Variety Mammal 
Omnivore Habitat Space Shelter Track 

 
STORY TELLING (10 MIN):   
We’re Going on a Bear Hunt, by Helen Oxenbury & Michael Rosen 

•   Before reading the story, I have students 
stand up and learn some movements we will 
be using during the story. I have students 
fully arch arms in front in of them for the 
downward “over” motion, then fully arched 
arms for the upward “under” motion (as 
pictured), and finally straight arms, palm to 
palm in front of them for the “though” motion. 
I also explain that we will be “walking” with 
the family through the different obstacles and that they should follow what I do. 
Example: In the river, I have students move their arms like they are swimming 
through the river and swatting tall grass out of their faces in the grasslands. 

Topics & NC Science Essential Standards: Study ways organisms move (K.P.1.2), living vs. 
nonliving characteristics (K.L.1.2), plant & animal basic needs (1.L.1.1), how animals meet their basic 
needs in NC & other habitats (1.L.1.2), summarize basic needs of animals for energy & growth 
(1.L.2.2) 

 



•   While reading the book, I have a poster of the family’s journey laid out on the floor 
that we follow and review after we finish reading the book. 
 

STORY DISCUSSION (5 MIN):   

Discuss with student the journey the family took in the 
book, paying close attention the different habitats and 
orientation/directional words. (K.P.1.2) 

Optional Directional Words Activity: I made a larger 
photo copy of the family and bear from my Mapping 
Poster and made a cave & house out of construction 
paper. You can practice directional words with children 
such as the bear is inside, outside, next to, under, over the 
cave, etc. 

Materials Needed: Going on a Bear Hunt Mapping Poster. 
I got the idea and images for the Going on a Bear Hunt 
Mapping Poster from the website: Pink Stripey Socks. You 
can downoald the Going on a Bear Hunt mapping images 
here: http://www.pinkstripeysocks.com/2014/07/3-easy-
bear-hunt-activities-with.html  

 

BLACK BEARS DISCUSSION (15 MIN):   

Use bio-facts, pictures, mystery bag, and puppets to talk about a black bear’s physical 
characteristics and life cycle (K.L.1.2, 1.L.1.2) 

Materials Needed: Black bear bio-facts, pictures, puppets, and laminated bear footprints 

Mystery Bag: I use a small bag that students can reach into and pull out bear-related items or 
metaphors that I then explain how the items relate to black bears.  

•   Fur or photo of fur: Talk about black bear fur color variation (black, brown, cinnamon) and 
discuss how a bear is a mammal 

•   Baby bottle or photo: Talk about as a mammal, bears give their babies milk. You can bring 
up that all baby black bears are born between January & February while mom is hibernating 
in a den. 

•   Photo of black bear skeleton: Talk about bears having internal skeleton and a backbone like 
us. 



•   Sniffing jar: Talk about black bear’s amazing sense of smell, they can smell 10 miles up to 20 
miles away! 

Ask questions such as:  
•   What do black bears look like?  (have photos)  
•   What do black bears eat and do? (have real or fake examples of food) 
•   Show on a local map how far a black bear can smell. (10 or more miles, show in relation to 

the school and a well-known landmark) 

Discuss how a bear walks (have students on all fours and tell them to try to look around. They can't 
see very far on all fours. Then have them stand up and take a sniff of the air like a bear does to see 
farther) (K.P.1.2). Move into the "walk like a bear" activity where students try and follow a bear's 
steps along the ground or just to practice a bear’s gait. You can also reinforce Left and Right by 
having students walk like a bear moving their left arm and leg at the same time, then moving their 
right. 

 
 
ACTIVITY: LUNCH FOR A BEAR (20MIN) :   
 
This is an activity from Growing Up Wild: Exploring Nature with Young Children curriculum guide.  
The material is copyrighted so I cannot attach it. You can visit their website 
http://www.projectwild.org/GrowingUpWILD.htm for training on the guide, which I highly 
recommend for early childhood educators (most training workshops are free). From the Growing 
Up Wild website you can print the bear food cards and footprints you need if you click on the Copy 
Me Pages link and choose Lunch for a Bear. You can also buy the curriculum guide without training 
from Acorn Naturalist. (1.L.1.1, 1.L.1.2, 1.L.2.2) 
 
 
Materials Needed: Bear food cards, paper bags (optional), samples of bear food. Since I’m a non-
formal educator I get a lot of use out of the bear food cards. I colored them, photo copied, cut them 
out, and laminated a class set. If you are only doing this activity once then you can have students cut 
and color their own cards for the game. 

•   Make sure to explain to students how to play the activity before you get to the playing area. I 
go over the types of food black bears eat and what a habitat is.  

•   I have played this activity many ways. For PreK and Kindergarten I find they need more 
direction to be successful. I scatter food cards all over the playing area and have students 
traverse the “habitat” on all fours like a bear. I then call out the type of food they need to 
gather. Example: “the first food card you need to find is the Insect card. It has a grasshopper 
and ant on it, just grab one insect card and keep it with you.” Once they have all found the 
card I will move onto another food card, continually reminding students how many cards 
they should have.  

•   Once they have collected all 5 different food cards, we come together and count them. I 
have the teacher or aid help me to collect all the cards and scatter them again for round 2. 



As the teacher or aid is scattering the cards for a second-round I discuss with the students 
what would happen if a bear could not find enough food to eat. Many times, students jump 
immediately to death, but I remind them that bears can move if they can’t find enough food. I 
also take time to discuss a black bear’s amazing sense of smell and how we eat similar 
things. This could bring bears to our town or neighborhood to investigate our trash. 

•   For the second round of the activity I have students traverse the habitat on all fours again 
and place a “road”, a large black ribbon in the middle of the playing field. I tell students 
that there has been a road built in the middle of their habitat and that it is a busy road so 
they cannot safely cross it. They must stay on either side of the road and can only collect 
food from their side. Myself or the teacher needs to stand by the road to reinforce that they 
can’t cross it. Then I call out the food they need to collect like in the first round. 

•   Once everyone has collected what they can, we come together and count our food cards. 
Many of the students will not be able to collect all 5 different food cards and we discuss why 
they were not able to get all the food they needed. We discuss how the road changed our 
habitat and how the bears that did not collect enough food may need to move or they will 
die.  

•   At the end of the program I hand out the Bear Food Coloring page (these are the same food 
cards you used for the game) from Growing Up Wild: Exploring Nature with Young Children 
curriculum guide, for students to color and take home. 

 

BEAR SAFETY DISCUSSION (5 MIN):   

Discuss how to be safe with Black Bears. Remind students that if a bear cannot find all the things it 
needs to survive-food, water, shelter, and space that they must move or die. Ask students where 
they think a bear could go and how it would get there?  Explain that sometimes bears need to pass 
through towns and cities to get to a new habitat. (1.L.1.2, 1.L.2.2) 

Ask students how they think a bear finds it’s food?  By smell, they can smell very far (10 to 20-mile 
radius).  Point out that since we eat a lot of the same things that a bear would like, do they think a 
bear might smell our food & trash and come looking for something to eat? 

Ask students what they should do if they see a bear? 
•   Do not run.   
•   Make yourself big and back away slowly if you can.   
•   Make noise while walking in the woods and always make sure an adult knows where you 

are. 



GAME: BEAR  ENCOUNTER (10 MIN):   

The instructor will pose as a bear in a game much like 
Red Light, Green Light.  All the students will be on the 
opposite side of the room walking toward the bear.  
The bear will face away from the children until the 
bear turns around to stop the children.  Once the bear 
faces the children, they must stop, make themselves 
big by raising their arms above their heads, and 
slowly back away.  They can resume their journey 
towards the bear only once it’s back is turned again. 
(K.P.1.2) 

Materials Needed: large cleared space, best outdoors 

 

BACKGROUND:  
Scientific Name: Ursus americanus 

Common Name: American Black Bear 

Average Weight: Adult females- 100-300 lbs. Adult males- 200-700lbs. 

Length: 5 to 6 ft. long  Height: 2 to 3 ft. on all fours 

Black Bears are one of three bear species (along with brown bears and polar bears) found on the North 
American continent. Black bears are the smallest of the three and the only bear species found in North 
Carolina. 

Black bears are mammals, which means they have fur, internal skeleton, warm-blooded, have live-birth 
and make milk to feed their babies. Black bears mate in the summer, but delay fertilized egg 
implantation until late fall or early winter. Females give birth in January or February in a den during 
hibernation. Females raise cubs by themselves and cubs spend their 1st two winters with mother and 
disperse from their mother and her home range as yearlings (12-24 months old) from May through June. 

Black bears are omnivores, eating a large variety of foods. Plants, grasses and leaves make up the 
largest portion of their diet. They also eat berries, nuts, insects and larva, small animals, and carrion 
(dead animals). Black bears need large home ranges (5,000 to 50,000 acres) to find the variety of food 
they need. They increase consumption in the fall to fatten up for the winter. Black bears are not true 
hibernators, as their heart, respiration, and body temperature does not slowdown or drop in such an 
extreme way as true hibernators. After preparing a den in the fall, they grow tired and sleep most of the 
winter. Black bears can be woken up during hibernation and males tend to come out of hibernation in 
the spring earlier than females with cubs. Black bears hibernate due to lack of available food in the 
winter and this gives newborn cubs a chance to grow while food is scarce. 



Black bears have heightened senses for finding food in the thick forest. Their eyesight is comparable to 
ours, but their hearing is very good and they can rotate their ears to listen in different directions. Their 
sense of smell is thought to be one of the best in the animal kingdom. They can smell 7 times greater 
than a bloodhound and have been recorded to smell up to 10 miles or more away! 

 

For more information on Black bears and bear safety: 

NCWRC Black bear page: www.ncwildlife.org/bear 

Bearwise: www.bearwise.org 
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